
Correction of answer to Legislative Council Question without Notice 395 

I have been advised by the Department for Child Protection and Family Support 
that the answer I provided to this house on the 10 May 2016 in answer to Hon 
Alanna Clohesy's Question Without Notice 395 was incorrect due to a 
calculation error as a result ofthe change in service delivery into three corridors 
in the metropolitan area. 

I seek leave to table the revised answer and have it incorporated in to Hansard. 

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
Question Without Notice 

Tuesday, 10 May 2016 

395. Hon Alanna Clohesy to the Minister for Planning representing the Minister for 
Child Protection 

As at 31 March 2016 what was the total number of domestic violence places (crisis places 
and transitional places) available in the East Metropolitan Region for: 

a. Crisis places (families); 
b. Crisis places (single women); and 
c. Transitional places (families)? 

As at 31 March 2016, in the Eastern corridor of the Pelih metropolitan area there are: 

(a) 35 crisis places for families (these can accommodate single women if required); 
(b) 0 crisis places dedicated for single women only; and 
( c) 22 transitional places for families. 

It should be noted that Family and Domestic Violence refuges in Perth accept referrals across the 
whole metropolitan area. Although there are no services dedicated to single women aligned with the 
eastern corridor, there are two services aligned with the northern corridor and two services aligned 
with the southern corridor, equating to 37 crisis accommodation places in the metropolitan area 
dedicated to single women. In addition, single women can access the services in the eastern corridor 
that provide accommodation for families too. 

The development of services aligned to lead agencies in three corridors in the metropolitan area 
supports networking and referral between services in a corridor but does not preclude single women 
and families accessing any service in the metropolitan area. 
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